A physically dened eective charge can incorporate quark masses analytically at the avor thresholds. Therefore, no matching conditions are required for the evolution of the strong coupling constant through these thresholds. In this paper, we calculate the massive fermionic corrections to the heavy quark potential through two loops. The calculation uses a mixed approach of analytical, computer-algebraic and numerical tools including Monte Carlo integration of nite terms. Strong consistency checks are performed by ensuring the proper cancellation of all non-local divergences by the appropriate counterterms and by comparing with the massless limit. The size of the eect for the (gauge invariant) fermionic part of V (q 2 ; m 2 ) relative to the massless case at the charm and bottom avor thresholds is found to be of order 33%.
Introduction
In analogy to Quantum Electrodynamics, the heavy quark potential has been of interest in QCD from very early on [16, 34, 35, 41, 6 , 1] as a model for the physical denition of the strong coupling constant [29] . Since it represents a potentially measurable quantity and gives naturally rise to a physical eective charge V [29] , it is very interesting to study the QCD avor thresholds in such a system [30] as the fermionic corrections are separately gauge invariant.
In the M S and the M S schemes, the running of the coupling constant, by construction, does not know about masses of quarks and since the couplings are non-physical, the Appelquist-Carazzone [33] decoupling theorem is not applicable. One has to turn to eective descriptions which match theories with m massless avors onto a theory with m 1 massless and one massive avor at the \heavy" quark threshold [42, 28, 15] . In this way, the dependence on the dimensional regularization mass parameter is reduced to next to leading order eects by giving up the analyticity of the coupling at the avor threshold [40, 39, 37, 38, 14, 9] .
While this procedure of matching conditions and eective descriptions is certainly workable, from a theoretical standpoint i t w ould be advantageous to have a p h ysical coupling constant denition which is analytic at thresholds.
In addition, as a physical observable, the total derivative with respect to the renormalization scale vanishes.
Such a system is given by identifying the ground state energy of the vacuum expectation value of the Wilson loop as the potential V between a static quark-antiquark pair in a color singlet state [16, 41, 
in momentum space. The factor C F is the value of the Casimir operator T a T a in the fundamental representation of the external sources and factors out to all orders in perturbation theory. As one is free to choose the representation of the external particles, we obtain the static gluino potential by adopting the adjoint representation. The massless case was recently calculated in Ref. [22] and in this paper, we will give all the two loop fermionic contributions to V (q the whole diagram contributes to the potential as certain parts can already be reproduced by the exponentiation of lower order diagrams. The necessity for this subtlety has its origin in the exponential present in Eq. 1. For a detailed discussion, see Ref. [41] .
It is also important to note that the results of massive t w o l o o p i n tegrals presented in this work are also relevant for the related problem of quark threshold production. For this application, though, it would be necessary to treat also the occurring imaginary parts of the integrals numerically as pole terms will contribute for timelike momentum transfers at the production threshold q 2 = 4 m 2 . A promising approach for this treatment might be the recently suggested Taylor expansion of integrands around threshold [18] by determining large and small scales in the problem. The heavy quark approximation eliminates the possibility of timelike momentum transfers in this work so that we do not need to worry about pole terms numerically. Nevertheless, we also list the contributions needed in this case for all integrals.
The paper is outlined as follows:
In section 2 we list all the occurring two loop contributions explicitly in the Feynman gauge and with the usage of heavy quark eective Feynman rules for the external sources. In section 3 the unrenormalized results for the two loop corrections are given in terms of two loop scalar integrals, for which explicit expressions are listed in appendix B. Section 4 contains all the required counterterms in the M S -renormalization scheme and it is shown that all non-local divergences cancel. The renormalization constants obtained are given explicitly and checked with the known results. Section 5 contains numerical results which demonstrate that the massless limit is obtained correctly and display the eect of including the mass terms for the charm and bottom avor thresholds. In section 6 we make concluding remarks and indicate future lines of work with the presented results. Appendix A, nally, lists all the reductions from tensor to scalar integrals needed for the results displayed in section 3.
The Two Loop Corrections
In this section we present the non-Abelian contributions to the heavy quark potential that constitute the new results of this work. They are depicted in Fig. 2 . The QED like diagrams, which need to bemodied by their respective color factors, have been known for a long time [8] and can also be found in Refs. [14, 2, 3, 27] for instance. They are given here as well because we would like t o be able to separate non-Abelian and Abelian contributions to the potential. It has been observed before [14] that their respective threshold behavior can be quite dierent. These diagrams, together with eectively \one loop" diagrams are given in Fig. 3 . The weighted sum of all the graphs shown, modulo terms already generated by the exponentiation of the lower order Born and the one loop vacuum polarization diagram, give the complete gauge invariant fermionic corrections to the heavy quark potential at two loops in the Feynman gauge. The choice of this gauge simplies the calculation because the decomposition into scalar two loop integrals is easier and it also reduces the three gluon vertex correction graph to zero in the heavy quark eective theory. Below we list all contributions at the two loop level. The abbreviations stand for gsegluon self energy, vcvertexcorrection, cl crossed ladder and olvc one loop vertexcorrection.
In the heavy quark limit we use the source gluon vertex and source propagator Feynman rules of heavy quark eective theory [19, 7] which are given in Fig. 1 .
With these, and taking v (1; 0; 0; 0) and q 0 = 0 for the purely spacelike momentum transfer q, the two l o o p diagrams of Figs. 2 and 3 read in the Feynman gauge (summed over the external color degrees of freedom and including a symmetry factor of 1 2 for the rst three amplitudes):
M gse 2 ig
M gse 3 ig
(g ; g ; 2g ; g ; + g ; g ; )
M gse 4 ig 
M vc 3 ig
It should be noted that in our case there is no need for an i-" prescription in the denominators of Eqs. 3 through 9 as the spacelike nature of the physical momentum transfer only leads to purely real integrals and no unambiguous pole terms occur in the denominators of those diagrams. This feature also simplies the Monte Carlo integration of the nite parts of the contributing graphs. The three graphs 10, 11 and 12 display infra-red divergences which cancel in the sum. The one loop vertex correction graph M olvc vanishes in dimensional regularization, however, is needed to ensure the proper cancellation of infra-red divergences. The color factors given are not always the full color factors. Only those contributing to the potential are listed.
The Casimir invariants [23] for a general SU( N) group are dened by
Furthermore, T r f T a T b g T f a;b = 1 2 a;b . The color factor for M vc 1 includes the sum of the graph shown in Fig. 2 plus the term stemming from the fermion momenta reversed contribution. Only the sum is proportional to C A , the other terms vanish according to Furry's theorem, as is the case in QED. For QCD, the crossed ladder diagrams do contribute as they contain a color factor proportional to C 2 F C F C A 2 , whereas the straight ladder graph has a color factor proportional to C 2 F only. This will beexpounded on in section 3.1. In QED, the sum Figure 2: The non-Abelian Feynman diagrams contributing to the massive fermionic corrections to the heavy quark potential at the two loop level. The rst two rows contain diagrams with a typical non-Abelian topology. Double lines denote the heavy quarks, single lines the \light" quarks. Color and Lorentz indices are suppressed in the rst graph. The notation for the remaining digrams is analogous. The last line includes the infra-red divergent \Abelian" Feynman diagrams. While the topology of these three diagrams is the same as in QED, they contribute to the potential only in the non-Abelian theory due to color factors C F C A . In addition, although each diagram is infra-red divergent, their sum is infra-red nite. 
Unrenormalized Results
The two loop integrals needed for the expressions of Eqs. 3 through 9 are treated in separate ways in this work depending on whether or not they contain two or more internal fermion lines. In the former case we integrate the fermion loop rst as will beexplained below. For the vertex correction contribution M vc 1 we integrate the fermion loop analytically as well with all the Lorentz indices projected to zero and then proceed with additional Feynman parameters for the remaining loop integration.
The two point functions M gse 1 , M gse 4 and M gse 5 are treated in a completely dierent manner as the above techniques would now betoo cumbersome. We project the complicated tensor structure onto scalar quantities as described below and then proceed with an algebraic reduction into scalar two loop integrals. This reduction is programmed in FORM [13] and details are presented in appendix A. The resulting scalar integrals are then evaluated by employing standard Feynman parameter techniques and explicit results are listed in appendix B.
Overall results for the various amplitudes are obtained by expanding the n-dimensional results around = 0 with 
With this notation and the heavy quark eective F eynman rules depicted in Fig. 1 
It is also useful to examine the m ! 0 limit of the above expression as this case was calculated in Ref. [21] and can serve a v aluable test for the above expression. By inspecting the occurring integrals we nd the massless limit to correspond to (19) These terms are also, as expected, the only ones contributing to the gluon wave function renormalization constant. In other words, all divergent parts of the two and one loop integrals which v anish in the massless limit in the expression 18 add up to zero identically. This in itself is an important check of the overall expression. In the heavy quark limit we can neglect the timelike component of the four momentum transfer q, i.e. q 0 = 0 as was already mentioned before. This means that we do not need the longitudinal component o f M gse 1 , h o w ever, we list it here for completeness: Agoodcheck on the consistency of the employed decomposition is given by the absence of infra-red divergences. None of the two point amplitudes in this work is infra-red divergent to begin with, however, in intermediate steps of the calculation those do occur. An example is given above by the two integrals T 2355 and T 23455 for which only the combination q 2 T 23455 T 2355 is infra-red nite and this is how they enter into Eqs. 18 and 20. The function A 2 C 455 only seems to have an infra-red divergence, however, in dimensional regularization it can actually be written as an ultra-violet divergence. This is done in appendix B.
For the two diagrams that have an Abelian topology, Eqs. 6 and 7, we also give explicit results as usually only their sum is given in the literature [14, 10] . Here, however, we need both contributions separately due to the dierent color factors. In addition, Abelian and non-Abelian terms are separately gauge invariant and might display a dierent threshold behavior [14] . We nd: 
It can easily beseen that both parts of the two functions in Eqs. 21 and 23 multiplying 1 q 2 are identical up to a minus sign when 23 is multiplied by the multiplicity factor 2. This is required by the gauge structure of the gluon propagator. Also their longitudinal parts add up to zero for the terms proportional to C F only. This just checks the well known properties of the Abelian theory. It does not hold for the C A parts of Eqs. 18 and 21 as they would get modied by the additional diagrams. These, however, were calculated in this work without the above reduction scheme as follows:
We use the result of the integrated fermion loop which reads (omitting color and coupling constant factors) [32] :
where is given in Eq. 85. For completeness, we also list the sum of the gluon and ghost contributions in the Feynman gauge [17, 36] (27) where is given in Eq. 85. Now w e get the following result for M gse 2 : 
and similarly for M gse 3 :
All the necessary integrals are given in appendix B. For the vertex correction graphs we arrive at the following representations: (35) c (8 12x (36) The HQET Feynman rules of Fig. 1 project all three Lorentz indices to zero for M vc 1 . The completely antisymmetric nature of the three gluon vertex then implies that there is no divergence coming out of the internal fermion loop. Although Eq. 32 appears to possess a double pole, the 1 1 u \ divergence" is actually nite when integrated over all Feynman parameters. We checked this directly with VEGAS [25] and it indeed gives a well converged numerical answer. As for M vc 2 , w e i n tegrate out the fermion loop as before, which yields:
All the integrals left are given in appendix B.
Infra-Red Cancellations
In this section we turn to diagrams which give i n tegrals already present in an Abelian theory, however, which d o not contribute in QED due to a cancellation that fails in the case of QCD. The reason is as follows: The color factors for the ladder diagrams are proportional to C 2 F for the straight and C 2 F C A C F 2 for the crossed ladder graph. The same structure is also present in graphs Eq. 10 and 12. In the sum of all four occurring ladder diagrams with one fermion loop plus M vc 3 and M olvc , all terms proportional to C 2 F give a contribution that is equal to the product of the one loop fermion graph with the Born contribution. This is an explicit example of the aforementioned exponentiation that occurs on the level of the potential. In an Abelian theory one thus has to omit these contributions.
On the other hand, in QCD, we need to calculate the crossed ladder terms and keep only the C A C F 2 part of the above color factors.
From direct inspection it is furthermore obvious that these diagrams contain infra-red (IR) divergent terms which h a v e to cancel in the potential. It has been shown in Refs. [41, 21] that the sum of M cl + M vc 3 +M olvc is IR-nite. This requirement poses a strong check on the calculation and necessitates the calculation of the IRdivergent parts of a diagram that vanishes in dimensional regularization (M olvc ), i.e. when UV-and IR-divergences are not separated. The presence of the square of the heavy quark propagator complicates the calculation of the crossed ladder diagram considerably as it makes the analytical separation of the double and single pole terms extremely dicult.
We therefore found it most convenient to introduce a gluon mass as an IR-regulator. This allows to explicitly dierentiate between UV-and IR-divergences and provides a strong numerical check on the sum of all IR-divergent contributions. In this case we get the following integral representations for the unrenormalized and IR-regulated amplitudes: (38) M vc 3 
Renormalization
In Fig. 4 we list the relevant counterterms for the two loop diagrams of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . The counterterms themselves contain non-local contributions, i.e. non-polynomial in the momentum transfer q, that have to cancel the non-local terms from the original amplitudes. The construction of the local wave function renormalization constants provides a powerful test of the correctness of the results presented both in section 3 and the appendices as they must combine successfully to arrive at the required local double and single pole terms. It might be helpful to expound on the general treatment of masses within the corresponding integrals and counterterms in the MS-renormalization scheme [4, 23] . In the counterterm approach, their contribution is restricted to nite changes through the counterterms as the wave function renormalization constants are independent of the fermion masses. In other words, all pole terms that contain masses represent non-local innities which m ust cancel in the sum of graphs contributing to the overall eld strength renormalization. There is therefore no dierence in the formal treatment of the mass parameter in graph 7 and any other graph. This is another way of saying that the parameters of a MS-renormalized theory are not physical. Rather, they are related to measurable quatities by a perturbative series in the physical parameters. We begin by presenting the results for the counterterms corresponding to Fig. 4 . All two point counterterms correspond to the transverse parts of the gluon self energy contribution only, as these are the only relevant ones for this work. The graph M gse 1 has two counterterms, one stemming from the fermion loop divergence ( ct 1f ) and one from the loop around the three gluon vertex ( ct 1g ). They are given in the MS-renormalization scheme: 
This is completely local and thus demonstrates that the renormalization has been carried out properly and that the integrals given are correct. In order to further check this term we need the pole term from the \overlapping" Abelian two point diagram from Eq. 6 (which in QCD develops a color factor proportional to (C F 
The cancellation of the higher order (double) pole is a characteristic feature in QED that holds to all orders [31] .
For M vc 1 we do not need to remove non-local terms as the fermion loop is nite due to the projection of all three Lorentz indices to zero. It is easy to check this by calculating all divergent pieces after the integration of the fermion loop. All that is left is the divergence from the remaining integral which has to be subtracted in the usual MS-fashion. This is indicated in Fig. 4 . The explicit pole term is given by:
in agreement with the massless case [20] . In the case of M vc 2 It demonstrates that indeed all non-local divergences are canceled and agrees furthermore with the pole terms obtained in the massless analysis [20] ! It should be noted that all the integrals needed were already used in the M gse 2 calculation for which such a strong internal consistency check was performed just above. All the required expansions above were carried out with the help of MAPLE in face of the complexity involved. As mentioned before, also the translation into FORTRAN was handled by MAPLE as to reduce possible accidental errors. .
Counterterms with Gluon Mass
At this point we need the counterterms of the IR-divergent contributions, M cl , M vc 3 and M olvc . As indicated above and expressed in Eqs. 38, 39 and 40, these were regulated by introducing a gluon mass regulator. The remaining UV-divergences are treated as above in the context of dimensional regularization. We therefore have to calculate all counterterm contributions that occur for gluon propagators with a gluon mass. Without such a dimensionful quantity, only the crossed ladder diagram would yield a counterterm in dimensional regularization.
We again use the gluon mass only for k 0 -dependent terms as explained in section 3.1. This is indicated below.
The results are obtained in a similar way as for the corresponding amplitudes, rst integrating over the heavy quark propagator in the complex k 0 -plane with a subsequential (n 1)-dimensional Euclidean integral remaining.
The results are obtained straightforwardly as there are only pole terms and no branch cuts in the counterterm contributions. We nd for the gluon mass regulated terms: 
Numerical Results
At this point w e h a v e calculated all diagrams that contribute to the massive fermionic corrections to the heavy quark potential that were previously unknown. In the previous section we demonstrated that the counterterms successfully remove all non-local divergences and that the MS-subtraction terms coincide with the massless limit. The complexity of the explicit results given in the appendices raises some questions about how stable a numerical integration over up to four Feynman parameters is with VEGAS as well as about the correctness of the nite terms of these expressions. An ideal test is provided by the results obtained in Ref. [21] for the massless limit. Here it is impossible to compare on an amplitude by amplitude level since a dierent IR-regulator was used. Only the sum of infra-red nite contributions can be compared at the two loop level. We c hecked explicitly that by replacing log() with 1 , only the double pole terms can be seen to be identical.
The single pole terms dier and so do the nite contributions for each amplitude. In the sum, however, the IR-divergent pieces cancel (as demonstrated in Fig. 5 ), and here we can nd a meaningful comparison. Fig. 7 demonstrates that the correct massless limit is indeed recovered. The numerical accuracy in terms of the statistical error from the VEGAS Monte Carlo integration is actually included in the gures. It is better than 1% though, and thus not visible on the scale of the plots. The gluon mass regulated graphs were evaluated over twice as many iterations (100) compared to the graphs from Fig. 6 as the required cancellations are numerically more unstable. In both cases the numb e r o f e v aluations per iteration is 10 6 . Fig. 8 displays the sums of all non-Abelian as well as the sum of all Abelian fermionic contributions to the heavy quark potential. In addition we included the one loop corrections (bottom) in the MS-scheme (omitting coupling constants) as given in Eq. 26. The simple logarithmic behavior of the massless one loop result is clearly visible and asymptotically approached by the massive curves. The sign of the one loop correction is opposite to the two loop Abelian result, reecting the fact that eectively for large momenta QED ). The relative size of the mass eects are comparable for the one and two loop corrections.
The massless two loop results can be seen to possess the expected double logarithmic contributions. The massive two loop results show an almost completely opposite behavior for low values of m 2 q 2 . At the avor thresholds, though, both contributions increase the value obtained from the massless case by the same (relative) order of magnitude. The overall corrections are much larger in absolute terms for the non-Abelian case, partially due to an extra factor of C A , while in relative terms the Abelian corrections are bigger. In the high energy regime both graphs show that the massless limit is approached asymptotically.
The complete massive fermionic two loop contributions to the heavy quark potential are presented in Fig. 9 . It can be seen that the overall curve is dominated by the non-Abelian threshold behavior (partially due to the extra . At the respective thresholds we nd roughly a 33 % deviation relative to the massless case. This could be very signicant for applications where quark masses are expected to play an important part. Furthermore, the physically dened eective charge V (q 2 ; m 2 ) incorporates quark masses naturally at the avor thresholds and is also analytic. Thus, there is no problem of evolving the strong coupling constant through these thresholds and one never needs to impose matching conditions. At high values of q 2 the theory becomes massless and reproduces the leading logarithmic terms obtained by the -function analysis as these coecients are scheme independent through two 
Conclusions
We h a v e calculated all the necessary integrals for the non-Abelian massive fermionic corrections to the heavy quark potential through two loops. They describe the analytic avor thresholds of the physical coupling V (q 2 ; m 2 ).
The new results were obtained by using a mixed analytical, computer-algebraic as well as numerical approach and strong consistency checks were performed by observing that all non-local divergences cancel by adding the appropriate counterterms. In case of the complicated two point diagrams it is found that the weighted sum of all diagrams gives the correct local gluon wave function renormalization constant. The renormalization constants were given explicitly.
It was also checked that no spurious infra-red divergences were introduced by the implemented reduction scheme as they are present in the intermediate steps of the calculation. For the explicitly IR-divergent diagrams we proved that no physical results depend on the introduction of the gluon mass regulator . This is a consequence of the color singlet state of the external heavy quark sources.
All physically interesting and gauge invariant nite parts were integrated with VEGAS [25] and found to agree perfectly with the massless results of Ref. [22] in that limit which actually checks this part of the analysis in [21] . The dierence to the massless case around the charm and bottom avor thresholds was found to be roughly 33%. The size of this eect can have important consequences for processes in which one cannot neglect these masses as well as for the evolution of the strong coupling constant through analytic avor thresholds.
A Decomposition of Two Loop Tensor Integrals
For the gluon self energy graphs M gse 1 , M gse 4 and M gse 5 we chose to not do the fermion loop integral rst, as we did for all vacuum polarization insertions, but to decompose the occurring tensor integrals into a linear combination of scalar two loop integrals. The scalar integrals entering in the expression given in Eq. 18 (or 20) will be treated in detail in the next section together with all other integrals needed in this work.
We w ork in n space-time dimensions, n = 4 , and for the two l o o p i n tegrals we use the following notation: denotes the massless propagator with the same momentum as the unprimed. While there are dierent possible technical approaches to our desired decomposition, such as the one recently suggested in Ref. [24] , the general method we use follows that of Ref. [10] . We also denote integrals with squares of \denominator" terms in the numerator \Y "-integrals and pure two loop scalar integrals by \ T ".
In the following we use various symmetries between Y -a s w ell as between T-integrals. For two loop scalar integrals that are actually a product of scalar one loop integrals we use the respective one loop notation of Ref. [11] . All of the decompositions were programmed in FORM [13] In this appendix we give the explicit results for all the integrals needed in the calculation of the two loop fermionic corrections to the heavy quark potential. These include all the scalar two loop integrals occurring in the decomposition of the gluon self energy graph M gse 1 in section 3 as well as the remaining tensor integrals needed for the remaining contributions. Since the potential between two innitely heavy color test charges represents a physical quantity, all integrals presented are real due to the spacelike v alue of the physical momentum transfer q 2 < 0. For this reason we found it convenient to adopt both analytical as well as numerical methods for the implementation into FORTRAN. Wherever possible we proceed with the integration of the remaining Feynman parameter integrals and where this becomes too involved, we i n tegrate the remainder with the Monte Carlo integrator VEGAS, [25] .
The notation is as follows:
The following Feynman parameter identities [26] are very useful and were employed in all integrals in this work: Numerically, a w a y from the singularity a t m = 0, both solutions agree.
In similar ways we treat the following more complicated integrals, always calling \u" the Feynman parameter that contains an additional divergence if f(u)-terms are quoted. The desired value for the respective i n tegrals are understood to follow from an expansion in of Eq. 106. For 
Below w e split again into f(u) and f(1) terms. For 
